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Exalogic & Exadata: The Optimal Platform for Oracle Commerce 

Disclaimer 

The following is intended to outline our general product direction. It is intended for information purposes 
only, and may not be incorporated into any contract. It is not a commitment to deliver any material, code, or 
functionality, and should not be relied upon in making purchasing decisions. The development, release, and 
timing of any features or functionality described for Oracle’s products remains at the sole discretion of 
Oracle. 

Any statements in this document about current support are accurate as of release date of this document and 
may not be accurate at any time after that date. For currently supported environments, see the official support 
matrix. 



 

 

  

               
            

             
             

            
 

                 
                

               
               
             
             

              
       

          
  

        
     
              

            
          

           

               
                

           

 
 
 
   
  

  
   
 

  
   
   

Executive Summary 

Around the world eCommerce is booming, with no end in sight. Internet Retailer projects that global 
eCommerce revenue will top $1.25 trillion in 20131, after nearly a decade of double-digit annual 
growth. In the U.S., Q3 2012 marked the eighth consecutive quarter of double-digit growth2. This 
white paper will explore how three new trends are now driving many eCommerce-related technology 
decisions and how Oracle Exalogic and Exadata can provide the best platform for Oracle’s market-
leading eCommerce solution, Oracle Commerce. 

The first trend is that traffic volumes are growing. Double-digit annual growth has been the norm in 
most developed markets for the past decade, with no end in sight2. Each year between 2011 and 2015, 
30 million new Chinese customers are expected to shop online for the first time3. Mobile devices are 
also increasing traffic. As of 2012, 37% of shoppers in the U.S. use a mobile phone while in a physical 
store to check prices or make purchases2. In the U.S., 50% of mobile devices are now smart phones 
with web browsers4. Mobile purchases in the U.S. almost doubled between 2011 and 20125. The final 
driver for increasing traffic is the collapsing of multiple channels into a single eCommerce channel. No 
longer do organizations have different fragmented channels – e.g. in-store POS, kiosk, mobile, etc. 
Increasingly, organizations are building a single Commerce channel (leveraging Oracle Commerce) and 
using it for everything. This channel is often referred to as “omnichannel.” 

The second trend is that customers are increasingly demanding better shopping experiences. Outages 
and poor performance are unacceptable and lead to lost revenue, damaged reputations, bad publicity, 
and even a loss in shareholder equity. A stunning 89% of customers will immediately take their 
business to a competitor following an unsatisfactory experience6. To make matters worse, 26% of 
eCommerce shoppers post negative comments to social networking sites6, so the potentially thousands 
of potential customers can hear about an individual customer’s bad experience. 

The third and final trend is that competition and global economic forces are driving down margins, 
which is leading to a renewed focus on lowering costs. To be competitive, setting up new 
environments, provisioning new capacity, debugging, and maintaining must be fast, simple, and 

1 http://www.internetretailer.com/2012/06/14/global-e-commerce-sales-will-top-125-trillion-2013 
2 http://techcrunch.com/2012/11/07/comscore-q3-retail-e-commerce-up-15-percent-to-42b-predicts-a-
very-healthy-holiday-shopping-season/
 
3 http://www.bcg.com/media/PressReleaseDetails.aspx?id=tcm:12-92179
 
4 http://blog.nielsen.com/nielsenwire/online_mobile/smartphones-account-for-half-of-all-mobile-phones-
dominate-new-phone-purchases-in-the-us/
 
5 http://www.internetretailer.com/trends/sales/
 
6 http://www.oracle.com/us/products/applications/cust-exp-impact-report-epss-1560493.pdf
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inexpensive. Most important, unplanned outages should never occur and performance should always 
be excellent (< 100 millisecond server-side response times). 

Oracle Exalogic, Oracle’s vertically integrated stack of hardware and software for Oracle Commerce 
and supporting middleware coupled with Oracle Exadata, Oracle’s vertically integrated stack of 
hardware and software for Oracle Database, provide a market-leading platform for eCommerce that 
cannot be matched. Exalogic and Exadata contain all of the hardware and can run all of the software 
required for all environments, from development to production, including networking switches, 
storage (special database-aware storage in the case of Exadata), flash, RAM, and compute nodes, which 
are all pre-integrated and optimized to work together. Exabus (InfiniBand networking technology, 
related protocols, and Java APIs) connects all components within the system and between engineered 
systems. Furthermore, the software on top of the hardware has been vertically optimized to work with 
other software as well as with the hardware. 

The vertical integration of hardware and software leads to benefits that could not be achieved through 
other means, including: 

•	 The highest level of possible availability within a single data center. Many users of Oracle 
Commerce and Exalogic have had 100% uptime 

•	 Exceeding customer expectations due to high availability and fast performance. 
Increased conversion rates are what happens when customers are more satisfied 

•	 Costs are reduced because the entire system is vertically integrated and optimized to work 
well together. The work Oracle has done dramatically minimizes the amount of work that 
must be done on-site 

•	 Improved return on investment through improved performance leading to higher 
conversion rates. A typical Oracle Commerce customer can expect to take in an additional 
$134 million over the course of five years due to higher conversion rates 

Together, these benefits are what make Exalogic and Exadata an unparalleled platform for Oracle 
Commerce. 

Oracle Commerce Introduction 

Oracle Commerce is a combination of Oracle ATG Web Commerce for eCommerce and Oracle 
Endeca for search and page management. 

Oracle ATG Web Commerce, or simply ATG consists of a robust development framework, built on a 
library consisting of over 10 million lines of Java code. On top of this framework is a set of pre-built 
functionality that can be quickly leveraged. ATG is primarily used for B2C commerce through the web 
channel but it may also be used for B2B and C2C across channels ranging from mobile to embedded 
video game consoles. ATG uses a traditional three-tier architecture, with a relational database in the 
back-end. 

Oracle Endeca, or simply Endeca, consists of an in-memory columnar database and a framework for 
loading and querying data. The columnar database is used for typical search queries (e.g. “red shirt”), 
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faceted navigation queries (e.g. show all red shirts < $10), and for the placement of content on pages 
(e.g. which product should fill the hero image slot on the home page). Endeca is deployed as a series of 
standalone C/C++ executables accessible over web services. 

A standard deployment architecture of Oracle Commerce is as follows: 

While the traditional deployment architectures that ATG and Endeca use has proven to be sufficient, 
Exalogic and Exadata bring benefits that are simply unachievable through other means. 

Exalogic Introduction 

Exalogic is a rack-based system containing compute nodes (x86 servers), RAM, FlashFire SSD, and 
ZFS storage, all pre-integrated to work well together and connected using Exabus (InfiniBand 
networking technology and related protocols). Exalogic is available in configurations containing 64 
CPU cores (⅛th rack), 128 CPU cores (¼th rack), 256 CPU cores (½ rack), and 480 CPU cores (full 
rack), with the ability to seamlessly link up to eight racks of Exalogic together using Exabus. Exalogic 
is meant for running applications and supporting middleware. 

Each configuration of Exalogic contains the appropriate amount of RAM, SSD, and storage so that the 
system is “balanced” for optimal performance. Configurations below a full rack (⅛th, ¼th, ½) may be 
upgraded (e.g. ¼th to ½) without any downtime. Each configuration leverages the same physical rack. 

Oracle Linux or Solaris for x86 may be selected for the operating system, with each having been 
extensively tuned for the underlying hardware. Oracle’s JVMs (HotSpot and JRockit), Oracle 
WebLogic, Oracle Coherence, and many Oracle applications have been modified and tuned to 
transparently take advantage of the hardware and software below it in the stack. The additional changes 
and tuning are fully transparent, so no special knowledge or hotfixes are required. This vertical 
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integration between software and hardware is part of what enables Exalogic to provide such 
exceptional performance for Oracle Commerce. 

A defining feature of Exalogic is the elimination of I/O bottlenecks through an I/O subsystem called 
Exabus. This subsystem is a collection of technology including InfiniBand switches, gateways, host 
channel adapters, firmware, device drivers, operating system extensions and software libraries. 
Together, this technology allows the kernel and operating system’s TCP/IP stack to be bypassed (also 
known as Remote Direct Memory Access, or RDMA) for most inter-process communication. Within 
the same Java process, I/O bottlenecks are eliminated through extensive tuning at all layers. For 
example, Oracle Coherence, Oracle’s caching solution for Oracle Commerce, has been extensively 
modified to leverage Exabus. Oracle ATG Web Commerce is then able to retrieve data from Oracle 
Coherence over Exabus as part of the native integration that ships with version 10.1 of ATG Web 
Commerce. 

Exalogic is engineered to be managed and monitored as one single stack. Oracle Enterprise Manager 
allows comprehensive apps to disk management because it was modified and configured to work 
especially well with Exalogic. While Enterprise Manager works well in a heterogeneous environment 
with non-Oracle products, it works especially well with Oracle products including Exalogic. Patching 
and other maintenance becomes a lot easier because Oracle can provide single file patches (from 
storage to operating system) due to its knowledge of each system’s configuration. With a finite and 
well-known number of system configurations, it becomes easy for Oracle to release consolidated 
patches. Finally, embedded hardware diagnostic capabilities allow for Exalogic to “phone home” to file 
Oracle Service Requests in the case of hardware failures. The integrated nature of Exalogic, the quality 
of the products on their own, and the value of the integrations between these best-of-breed products 
inside of Exalogic allows for unparalleled management, monitoring and ease of maintenance. 

Internally, Oracle product engineering (including ATG) uses Exalogic for performance testing, QA 
testing, and other times when hardware is required. Oracle also uses Exalogic as the foundation for its 
Cloud offering. Exalogic is easy to set up and performs exceptionally well, which makes it optimal for 
an environment such as Oracle’s. 

Exadata Introduction 

Exalogic and Exadata are very similar, with the major difference being that Exadata is optimized for 
running the Oracle Database whereas Exalogic is optimized for running Oracle middleware and 
applications. Much of the technology that comprises Exalogic came from Exadata. Exadata is the 
preferred platform for the database(s) behind Oracle Commerce because of its performance, reliability, 
advanced connection capabilities to Exalogic, and overall total cost of ownership. Oracle Commerce is 
fully certified to run with Exadata and requires no further optimizations to take advantage of Exadata. 

Exadata comes in eighth, quarter, half, and full rack configurations. An eighth rack of the X3-2 model 
contains 34 cores, 512 GB of RAM, 3 storage cells (up to 4.5 TB total usable storage), and 2.4 TB of 
PCI-based flash. An eighth rack of Exadata is often sufficient for most Oracle Commerce 
deployments. That dramatically improves database performance and database throughput. Within one 
rack of Exadata, there may exist multiple database instances, each of which may or may not be in a 
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clustered RAC configuration. A single database may be split across two or more racks of Exadata in a 
RAC configuration, for high availability. A database on Exadata may be replicated to another database 
for disaster recovery using Oracle Data Guard. Exadata runs Oracle Database 11g Release 2, but with 
transparent optimizations for the Exadata hardware and other software. Any feature available in Oracle 
Database 11g Release 2 is available on Exadata. 

Exadata can run the Oracle Database exceptionally well for the same reasons that Exalogic runs Oracle 
Commerce exceptionally well – extensive tuning, engineering the hardware and software to work 
together, and innovations that are only available with the stack. Exadata contains a number of 
innovations, including: 

•	 Hybrid Columnar Compression. Traditionally, all columns for a particular row are stored 
sequentially within a single database block. This allows for fast record-oriented read access but 
allows for only minimal compression. The alternative is to store columns of data together, 
which allows for high compression but can create excessive I/O for multi-column access. 
Hybrid Columnar Compression permits data to be stored in a hybrid of both, which achieves 
the benefits of columnar storage compression and the performance of sequential row storage. 
Average storage savings are 10x-15x with some users seeing significantly higher compression 
rates, depending on the data structure. The 4.5 TB of usable storage in a full rack is effectively 
45 TB (assuming 10x compression) 

•	 Smart Scans. In a non-Exadata configuration, an Oracle database typically uses a SAN for 
storage. When a query is executed, all relevant rows and columns are returned to the database, 
with the database CPU performing the filtering and returning the resultset to the application. 
With Exadata, each storage cell contains 8 CPU cores and portions of the Oracle Database 
software, with the ability to perform data filtering at each storage cell. As a result, the database 
receives only the data it actually needs and applicable queries will be executed in parallel across 
each of the 3 storage cells, in the case of an eighth rack. This results in less data being sent to 
the database and less processing needed in the compute nodes 

•	 Smart Flash Cache. An eighth rack of Exadata contains 2.4 TB of flash (PCI cards, not flash 
disks), which functions as an intelligent cache to offload physical I/O from the disks. All 
reads and writes are served from or committed to flash cache, with writes to disk occurring 
whenever the database decides it is best to. With ATG being a write-intensive app, this is 
particularly useful. Smart Flash Cache allows up to 1.5 million random I/O operations per 
second (IOPS) and can scan data at up to 75 GB/sec. This feature allows for at least 10x 
better performance (roughly ½ a millisecond per single block read) when compared to a 
traditional disk 

•	 Full Database Encryption. Hardware-based encryption may be used to encrypt a database 
running on Exadata. This is particularly important for users of Oracle Commerce, where a 
database may store credit cards and other Personally Identifiable Information (PII). Moving 
encryption and decryption from software to hardware results in a 5x performance 
improvement. Data can be decrypted at a rate of hundreds of gigabytes per second 
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While Exadata and Exalogic are outstanding on their own, they are even more powerful when linked 
together. Using the Active GridLink for Oracle RAC feature found in Oracle WebLogic, ATG running 
on Exalogic can communicate with an Oracle database running on Exadata using Exabus, at a rate of 
960 gigabits/sec with latency of 1.2 microseconds. Traditionally, application servers are connected to 
databases over gigabit Ethernet with milliseconds of latency. In addition to raw throughput and low 
latency, Exabus allows the TCP/IP stacks (and thus kernels) to be bypassed in both Exadata and 
Exalogic. Together, these optimizations allow for 3x better OLTP performance. 

In addition to latency and throughput improvements, Active GridLink for Oracle RAC provides other 
functionality such as fast connection failover, runtime connection load balancing (balance queries 
across RAC nodes based on real-time load), and XA affinity (bind certain queries back to the same 
RAC node). 

Together, these features come together to provide the optimal database platform for Oracle 
Commerce. Let’s look at some of the benefits. 

Benefit #1: High Availability 

With ever-increasing traffic comes the risk of unplanned downtime. Downtime comes from integration 
problems between different layers in the stack, over-utilization of shared resources, and a lack of 
documented best practices. 

Often, different software and hardware layers aren’t well integrated. For example, database connections 
in the app server may be trying to use an Oracle RAC node in the database that is overloaded or has 
died. Without that tight vertical integration between the app server and database (as we have with 
Active GridLink for Oracle RAC), there will always be problems. Oracle has taken substantial 
measures to ensure that all layers of the stack work together seamlessly. 

The next cause of outages is from over-utilization of shared resources. Traditionally, users of Oracle 
Commerce have suffered from poor core to JVM ratios. Often, each JVM uses one or maybe two 
cores with a 2 GB heap. Each JVM requires its own connections to the database, connections to the 
ATG Server Lock Manager, and its own fixed memory overhead. By consolidating those smaller JVMs 
into much larger JVMs on Exalogic, shared resources are substantially less utilized. On Exalogic, there 
can be four or more cores per JVM with 16 gigabytes of high-speed RAM per core theoretically 
possible. 
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Finally to ensure best practices, a comprehensive set of best practices for deploying Oracle Commerce 
on Exalogic may be found at 
https://support.oracle.com/epmos/faces/DocumentDisplay?id=1363505.1. Oracle product 
development, consulting, and support update these best practices, with new information continually 
added as products are updated and our customers deploy into production. 

In addition to each rack being highly available, Oracle has a well-documented set of approaches for 
achieving maximum availability by running Oracle Commerce out of two or more geographically 
distant data centers with Exalogic. The white paper explaining the different options may be found at 
http://www.oracle.com/us/products/applications/atg/architecting-oracle-atg-518346.pdf. 

Benefit #2: Exceed Customer Expectations 

While ATG and Endeca already recognized for excellent performance, Exalogic and Exadata bring 
performance to a level that is unattainable elsewhere. ATG has been modified and tuned to take 
advantage of the hardware and software present in Exalogic and Exadata, resulting in 50% or greater 
performance when compared to traditional commodity x86-based blades, JBoss and a database running 
on commodity x86-based blades. 

Exalogic and Exadata enable this industry-leading performance through vertical integration between 
hardware and software, the elimination of I/O bottlenecks through Exabus technology, and 
tuning/modifying ATG to fully utilize the entire stack. For example, performance tuning showed that 
JSP page includes were causing contention, so ATG’s code was modified to use faster more native Java 
APIs. In another example, Active GridLink for RAC, a component of WebLogic, is used to connect 
Exalogic to Exadata over an InfiniBand-based network with a throughput of 960 gigabits per second, 
(as opposed to the traditional 1 gigabit per second) with 1.2 microsecond latency. Bottlenecks have 
been entirely eliminated from the stack – not simply moved elsewhere. It is the elimination of 
bottlenecks that leads to such fast performance and high throughput. 

Benefit #3: Reduce Costs 

Gartner attributes 71% of a system’s total cost of ownership to staffing (people who maintain systems) 
and implementation (people who build and deploy systems)7. Exalogic and Exadata provide 
dramatically reduced total cost of ownership by reducing the amount work that people have to do. This 
allows organizations to focus limited resources on activities that contribute to the top-line revenue. For 
example, resources can be freed up to improve search engine optimization as opposed to tuning Oracle 
Commerce for optimal performance. 

7 Philip Winslow, “Dr. Exalove: How I Learned to Stop Worrying (about Sun) and Love Exalogic Too,” 
Credit Suisse, Nov. 23 2010 
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Exalogic and Exadata reduce the total cost of ownership in the following three ways 1) the systems are 
pre-built so there is no need to design, procure, assemble, deploy, and tune each one, 2) the systems are 
easier to manage because of the holistic management approach that is taken with Oracle Enterprise 
Manager, and 3) Oracle also provides Platinum Services, which is a free support entitlement under 
standard hardware support for Exalogic and Exadata. Platinum Services provides comprehensive 
proactive monitoring, a specialized support team, “Phone Home” capabilities for automated service 
requests, free quarterly patching from the operating system down, and enhanced support service level 
agreements. 

Since each rack of Exalogic and Exadata is an entire pre-built system (as opposed to a collection of 
individual components), there is no need to design, procure, assemble, deploy and tune each unique 
system. Exalogic and Exadata are conceptually similar to a laptop, in that customers buy pre-packaged 
complete systems containing hardware and software optimized in a vertical stack. Customers would 
not tolerate having to design a new laptop, procure individual parts from different vendors (e.g. screen, 
memory, processor, hard disk, etc), assemble the parts into a single laptop, install an operating system, 
and tune the operating system to take advantage of the hardware on which it is installed. Instead, 
everybody buys pre-assembled laptops that can be plugged in, turned on, and immediately operational. 
Oracle is taking this concept to the enterprise. 

Instead of being a collection of individual components, Exalogic and Exadata are single cohesive 
systems providing all the benefits of being single systems. Exalogic and Exadata are maintained, 
managed, monitored, deployed and tested as one system. 
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The components of Exalogic and Exadata are engineered to work well together, leading to such 
benefits as single file patches and storage to application management through Oracle Enterprise 
Manager. Enterprise Manager has even been modified to work better with Exalogic: 
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and Exadata: 

In addition to providing management and monitoring capabilities, Enterprise Manager 12c supports 
static (self-service) and dynamic (real-time load-based) provisioning. When it is used in this capacity, 
Exalogic is used as a pool of hardware resources that can be either statically or dynamically provisioned 
for different uses. For example, hardware in a single Exalogic system could be provisioned to a pre-
production environment for testing, a production environment for a big sale, and then finally to the 
call center for post-sale customer service. Provisioning in this manner is scaling out an environment. 
This drives up resource utilization, which allows for a greater return on investment. 

Finally, Oracle also provides Platinum Services, which is a free support entitlement under standard 
hardware support for Exalogic and Exadata. Platinum Services provides comprehensive proactive 
monitoring, a specialized support team, “Phone Home” capabilities for automated service requests, 
free quarterly patching from the operating system down, and SLAs as follows: 1) 5 minute fault 
notification, 2) 15 minute restoration or escalation to development, and 3) 30 minute joint debugging 
with development. This reduces the long-term total cost of ownership 

The integrated nature of Exalogic and Exadata, the quality of the products on their own, and the value 
of the integrations between these best-of-breed products allows for unparalleled management, 
consolidation and time-to-market, leading to a reduced total cost of ownership. 
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Benefit #4: Improved Return on Investment 

In addition to the bottom-line benefits due to the reduced total cost of ownership, Exalogic and 
Exadata bring significant top-line benefits due to improved performance leading to increased 
conversion rates. 

According to the Aberdeen Group, a one second delay in page load time equals 11% fewer page views, 
a 16% decrease in customer satisfaction, and 7% loss in conversions8. According to Jupiter Research 
and Akamai, 33% of dissatisfied online shoppers attribute their dissatisfaction to poor performance 
and a further 40% of shoppers stated that high performance is critical to their loyalty9. 

According to the 2011 Internet Retailer Top 500 Guide10, Oracle Commerce is the most widely used 
eCommerce platform. The top 100 in the list had average annual sales of $1.29 billion. An additional 
5% revenue due to the improved conversion rates that Exalogic and Exadata bring to Oracle 
Commerce could lead to $64.7 million per year, or $323.5 million over five years. 

Let’s apply this to a hypothetical Oracle Commerce deployment, with $400 million in online revenue 
and 10% annual growth over five years. This is fairly representative of an Oracle Commerce user 
around #50 in the 2011 Internet Retailer Top 500 Guide. Assuming 5% more in additional revenue 
due to the 50% better performance of Oracle Commerce on Exalogic and Exadata, a user like this 
could expect to take in an additional $134 million over five years. Here’s a breakdown showing the 
math behind that figure: 

Revenue gain may be substantially higher than 5% if Exalogic improves the performance of an 
otherwise-slow site or permits advanced personalization that would not have been achievable due to 
poor performance. 

8 http://www.aberdeen.com/Aberdeen-Library/5136/RA-performance-web-application.aspx 
9 http://www.akamai.com/dl/reports/Site_Abandonment_Final_Report.pdf 
10 http://www.internetretailer.com/shop/2011-top-500-guide.html 
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When top-line revenue growth is coupled with the bottom-line benefits, the benefits to an 
organization’s return on investment are substantial. For an organization with $400 million in annual 
online revenue, an additional $134 million over five years could be gained. 

Conclusion 

Exalogic and Exadata should be considered whenever Oracle Commerce is deployed, whether for a 
new implementation, a hardware refresh, or an upgrade. Exalogic and Exadata bring the highest 
possible availability, performance that exceeds customers’ expectations, cost reduction, and lower total 
cost of ownership, all of which provide the best return on investment and make Exalogic and Exadata 
the best platform on which to deploy Oracle Commerce. 
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